
FAILURE DOES NOT 
DEFINE US...

A MANIFESTO OF HOPE



“Go back?" he thought. "No good at all! Go sideways? Impossible! Go forward? 
Only thing to do! On we go!" 

So up he got, and trotted along with his little sword held in front of him and one 
hand feeling the wall, and his heart all of a patter and a pitter.”

 
― J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit
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So many of us 
 are grinding it out without...

     

PASSION 

or the ability to use our                
STRENGTHS...

 
for the greater GOOD. 
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We feel...
stifled, 
trapped,
hopeless. 

Quitting 
may be the quick fix, 
but 
there's 

A BETTER WAY. 
forward.
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At the end of the day 
we ALL long 

to do something...

that MATTERS
     that CHANGES 

          and AFFECTS
 

this beautiful and broken 
world we inhabit. 
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The truth is WE all have 

a PURPOSE...

a REASON for being alive

a UNIQUE calling 
       on our lives.

We don't need to jump ship 
to have an 

ADVENTURE.  
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Most of LIFE isn't 
   sexy 
or glamorous...
    life is difficult, 
         trying 
         and routine. 
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We can LEARN and GROW 
from adapting...

changing our 
   PERSPECTIVE 

     to appreciate 

what is happening 
      in 
this 
  MOMENT.
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Every DAY is a gift. 

Every 24 hours 
  we get a 
    NEW 
      opportunity...

to IMPACT 
   and 
     INFLUENCE 
   
     those around us. 
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Like a blank CANVAS, 
  the sun will set tonight 
    and rise AGAIN 
        tomorrow... 

giving us a RESTART 
          and 
      SECOND CHANCE 
  to see the GOOD in 
    and 
       around us.
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CHARACTER 
isn't 
 developed 
     in a vacuum. 

Who we are BECOMING 
is 
a 

JOURNEY... 
that takes 
    a LIFETIME. 
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When we PERSEVERE 
we CHANGE 

and GROW 
and DEVELOP... 

the WISDOM 
    and 
EXPERIENCE 
  to handle the PEAKS and 

the VALLEYS 
that will inevitably come our 

            WAY.
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GRATITUDE is the best 
  remedy for a hopeless   

            HEART. 
Taking a few moments to 

physically write down 
the GOOD, 

TRUE 
and 

BEAUTIFUL... 
in our lives 

FREES us from the grip 
of 

apathy. 
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 We are not ALONE. 
All of humanity 
  has lost HEART 
        at some point. 
The best of us CHOOSE 
      to FIGHT 
for the GOOD of others, 
    and know that 
the WORLD NEEDS us 
           to do so. 
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Our lives 
are 

ONE 
VERSE 

in 
the 

EPIC 
STORY 

of 
human 
history.

Failure is a comma... 
      NOT a period. 
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Burnout, 
 beat-up 
   and broken down 
we may LIMP away 
 from a failed 
RELATIONSHIP, 
     JOB 
  or ENVIRONMENT, 
     but WE WILL BE 

BETTER equipped 

to follow our HEARTS 
         thoughtfully. 
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Our ABILITY to see 
     the POTENTIAL... 

       in 
OURSELVES 

and 
OTHERS 

will determine 
our 

SUCCESS.
FAILURE does NOT 
define us...
     it REFINES us.
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Hello, I’m Steve, a leadership coach, consultant, and author. 

I help leaders and organizations operate in healthy ways.

I split time between Sydney, Australia and Houston, Texas - but would love to connect with 
you the next time I’m in your part of the world.

You can follow me (@knox_orbiting) or connect with me at www.orbitingnormal.org so we 
can meet up when I come to your city.

Thanks for reading and sharing, FAILURE DOES NOT DEFINE US.
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